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INTRODUCTION: 

Kumari Arrivial Peravai is a voluntary group organized by Mr. Mullanchery 
M. Velaian. It aims to build a prosperous future, by transforming young students to 
leaders of tomorrow. This was the first meeting after our selection process. There are lot 
of experts to guide us in the right path. 

The selection process consists of three main steps: Poster Presentation, 
Project Presentation and Model Demonstration. Before being selected, all were tensed 
and afraid whether we would win; I did my best and got selected as the team leader of 
Green Team. Many students couldn’t make it, but they tried their best and they are also 
considered as winners in my point of view.  

The meeting was held at a greenery place of Government Higher 
Secondary School, Karungal. The pleasant atmosphere gave us an inner peace and 
gave a spirit of collaboration among us. The meeting started sharp at 1:30pm. But, 
leaders were asked  to report at 1:00pm. 

 

 

EVENTS: 



 Leaders meeting 
 Gathering 1 

--Introductory Address 
--Speech by Mr. Jaya Ram 
--Speech by Mr. James Wilson 

 Teams 
--Members 
--Instructions 

 Gathering 2 
--Speech by Mr. Velaian 

DIGNITORIES: 

 Mr. Jaya Ram – HM Government Higher Secondary School, Karungal 
 Mr. James Wilson – Chairman SIGMA College  
 Mr. Mullanchery M. Velaian – Organizer KAP 
 Mr. Sam Raj- Agricultural Scientist      
 Mr. Edwin Sam – Social Scientist 
 Prof. Sajeev – PSN College of Engineering 
 Mr. Johnson – Admin VIPRO Technologies 
 Mr. Shibin Tad – Asst. Professor N.I.University 
 Mr. Vikram – Asst. Manager, L&T, Coimbatore 
 Mr. Vinoth – Director, VIPRO Technologies 
 Mr. Sunil Kumar 
 Mr. Balakrishnan –Coordinator, Evans Group of Schools 
 Mrs. Dhanya – Asst. Professor Microbiology 
 Mrs. Shiny 
 Mrs. Pabitha - Teacher                                                                                                                      
 Mrs. Rekha – Teacher 

 

LEADERS MEETING: 

The leaders meeting was held between Members of KAP, leaders and 
their parents. Mr. Mullanchery M. Velaian said leadership is an opportunity given to few 
people. Being a leader is a tough job, but we must do it with interest. After being a 
leader we will feel a difference from others. A leader must guide the team to the right 
path. He briefed the responsibilities of a leader 

 

. 

  He advised us  not go to tuition. It will not improve our skills. It will hide the 
skills with fear. Individual study is the best way of learning. We must only go to tuition 



when we are having doubt on a particular topics of the subject under a guidance of 
skilled faculties. 

Many students who left KAP are shining brightly. For example, Anandhu 
Krishna, Annlin Steffi, Akshaya etc. they were trained in KAP and today they are ready 
to speak on any topic for 1 hour and more. KAP has transformed the students who were 
dull to self confident personalities. 

The leaders must phone to their team members and consultants as soon 
as it is announced and also remind them one day prior to the program. They should 
instruct the members to do the works perfectly. The  works should be divided among the 
team members. The team members are strictly bonded to follow the advice of the team 
leader. If not, the team leader must inform to the organizer or team consultants 
immediately. The team leaders must contact the team consultants and inform them 
about the next meeting and ask their presence in the meeting. 

He also informed the next work for us, We were asked to do a Book 
Review on the book “VOICE OF THE EARTH” which was written by Former Young 
Scientist of batch 2016-17. We have to take hints after reading and understanding it 
content and then speak about few minutes. Till up to date no one has conducted a Book 
Review. But, KAP, has tried and got succeeded in it. 

Almost all the parents are compelling their children to concentrate  on 
studies and are not letting them to play, So their talents are hidden inside because of 
fear. Different students will have different talents, so we must encourage them to 
develop their own talents not on the parents wish. We should not pursue children to only 
concentrate on studies but also other activities. Fear is the main fact that hides our 
talents.   He also announced the venue of next program, VIPRO Technologies, 
Marthandam (North Street, Opp LIC, Above ICIC Bank). 

GATHERING 1: 

The anchor of the program was Drishya, former young scientists and first 
she shared  her experience in KAP as young scientist. She was very proud of being a 
former young scientist and likes to join KAP again because of the memorable 
experience that KAP young scientist programme gave her. The programme started with 
the Tamil Thai Vazthu followed by  the Dignitaries present on that day were invited  to 
the dais.  

INTRODUCTORY SPEECH: Mr. Velaian 

He stressed that maintaining punctuality is the main thing for the success 
of this programme. The HM of this school Mr. Jaya Ram arrived on 12:00 noon, this 
shows his responsibility and interest towards his work. Because of this he was given 
Asiriar Thilagam Award by KAP. Recently an exhibition of ISRO was held  at Nagercoil. 
Even though it was a Sunday came to the exhibition hall with his students and teachers 



in time. We must think any job as the 
wealth of our nation. Then he welcomed 
all dignitaries 

  Dr. James Wilson, 
Chairman, Sigma College of 
Architecture, Moododu  gave a book to 
Mr. Jaya Ram (H.M. Govt. Higher 
Secondary School, Karungal) for 
appreciating his co-operation for 

conducting KAP’s young scientist programme at the school premise. We were surprised 
to hear that some students who joined KAP as anemic went back as healthy personals 
at the end of the program 

During camp days  parents don’t be afraid of to send their children. The 
consultants will be like their parents and will be always with them. If any student has any 
health related problems, there are many doctors inside the team so they will treat them 
and give suggestions also. 

Dr. Sam Raj is young even though he is 85 years old. He travels to many 
places and keeps on writing books. During old age, children advice their grandparents 
not to go anywhere and say them to stay inside the house. Despite this advices he 
actively participates in all KAP activities. 

Mr. Edwin Sam is ready to answer student’s queries even at midnight, he 
answers them with patience. 

The next programme is at VIPRO Technologies, Marthandam (North 
Street, Opp LIC, Above ICIC Bank). These 6 months parents should neither disturb their 
children nor withdraw them from this programme. 

 

SPEECH BY Mr. Jaya Ram: 

  He remembered his childhood 
days and said that forty years back he didn’t 
get any such opportunities. But today 
students are getting many new 
opportunities that they can use them and 
become leaders of tomorrow. Organizations 
like KAP are providing training for students 
to become leaders.  

 

SPEECH BY Dr. James Wilson 



  Dr. James Wilson  in his 
address appreciated Mr. Velaian for being 
punctual. Like him we should also follow him. 
Today is the new starting phase of this 
programme .The students who are not 
selected are not considered as losers but 
considered as winners as they have tried 
their level best. They must consider this as a 
challenge and work hard to succeed. He 

congratulated the students who are selected for young scientist programme 2017-18. 
He wished us to have a pleasant journey with KAP. 

TEAM: 

After the gathering we went to our teams and we were given instructions 
and topics by our team consultants. My team is green team. Our topic is Bio Rescue. 
Our team coordinator is Mr. John Rabi Kumar. Our general consultants are Mrs. Rekha, 
Mr. Sundararaju, Dr. J. Clarence Davy, Dr. T. Sasikumar, Dr. R. Swarnapriya, Dr. R. 
Satish Kumar, Dr. K. Vijayakumar, Mrs. Babitha, Ms. Krishnaveni and Ms. Princy. Our 
team scientist is Er.V.T. Puthiavan. The team leader introduced herself to the team 
members. 

 

MEMBERS: 

 W.S. Ann Suwisha Lewald (Leader) 
 N.S. Swetha Prasad 
 D.V. Harin Dravis 
 V. Sahaya Vishoni 
 G.S. Anisha 
 S. Jebin Brightson 
 V. Narayanapillai 
 S. Sherin Sam 
 S. Anantha Kumari 
 A.J. Ashmi 
 T. Manasay 

INSTRUCTIONS: 

Our team consultant’s Mrs. Rekha and Ms. Princy gave instructions about KAP.  

 Report writing is very important. 
 We must follow the time management. 
 We must give response to any questions raised. 
 We must type reports in Microsoft word document. 
 The font size must be from 12-14. 



 We must bring a rose for every meeting to welcome the guests. 
 We must submit the reports to our team coordinator before Wednesday. 
 We must do an album on new technology from the newspaper starting from 

29/10/2017. 
 They gave specific sub topics to the members of the team. 
 They asked us to bring toothbrush, toothpaste, towel, soap, a night dress and 

blanket (if needed) for the camp. 
 We must not bring big bags for the camp.  
 We can bring electronic items to the camp but not use them during meetings. 

During meetings, we must put them in silent. 
 

They gave us their Gmail IDs 

 Mr. Mullanchery Velaian mullanchery@gmail.com 
 Mr. John Rabi Kumar  ponthu1959@gmail.com 
 Mrs. Rekha    rekharr11@gmail.com 
 Ms. Princy    princyantow@gmail.com 

 

They split us into teams for case study on palm trees. 

Team 1 (Benefits of Palm tree) 

 Anantha Kumari 
 Jebin Brightson 
 Manasay 
 Narayanapillai 
 Sahaya Vishoni 
 Swetha Prasad 

Team 2(Importance & measures to rescue Palm trees. 

 Anisha 
 Ann Suwisha Lewald 
 Ashmi 
 Harin Dravis 
 Sherin Sam 

We assembled back in the hall 

 

Mr. M. Velaian advised us not to be tensed. We must do every work with 
patience to succeed. He added that the team consultants will be ready to help us and 
clear our doubts at any time even at midnight. The parents must not drop out their 
children from this whole programme due to risk. Parents must encourage their children 



to attend this programme. The 
children will be attached to this 
programme for example a girl didn’t 
attend her aunt’s wedding because 
she had young scientist programme 
on that day.   We need not be 
worried if we didn’t complete our 
works. KAP works on the interest of 
each individual student. 

CONCLUSION: 

  This was the first meeting after our selection process. In this meeting we 
came to know our team members and team consultants. This program provided us an 
opportunity to mingle among the group and was marked as the starting phase of KAP’s 
Young Scientist Programme 2017-18. 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


